2021-2022 Fifth Grade Supply List
Science - 1 subject wide ruled notebook, 1 double
pocket folder.
Social Studies - 1 subject wide ruled notebook
ELA - 2 subject wide ruled notebook, two pocket
folders (one for reading and one for writing)
Math with Lunde - 1 ½ inch binder, 1 notebook, 3
whiteboard markers/1 eraser, 1 pocket folder
SAGE Math with Mead- 1 inch binder, 3-5 subject
notebook, dry erase marker, pocket folder
Community supply for SAGE room- clorox wipes
Supplies to keep in backpack - sharpened pencils,
colored pencils, markers, small pencil sharpener,
glue sticks, scissors
Community supplies for classroom- Clorox wipes,
hand sanitizer, glue sticks, pencils, tissues, paper
towels

Dear Future Fifth Grade Student,
We would like to take this opportunity to introduce ourselves and welcome you
to fifth grade!
In Mrs. Lunde’s math class, you will learn place value from thousandths to
millions, all four operations as related to whole numbers, decimals, and fractions
(including the order of operations), the equivalence of fractions and decimals,
strategies for calculating volume and area, classifying shapes for geometry
preparation, and plotting/reading points on a coordinate plane. In each of our
six modules, we will apply mathematics to solving problems in our daily lives. The
most important thing to know for 5th grade math is your multiplication facts to
12. Start studying them today if you don’t have them memorized!
In Mrs. Matej’s’ ELA class, you will be reading both fiction and nonfiction
text. You will learn more about story elements, theme, cause and effect,
sequence, how to understand what is inferred in text, and much more. Strong
development in reading is essential to success in school. Each month you will
create a book report from a variety of genres. We will also be learning how to
effectively write all different types of essays, so get your pencils sharpened and
ready to go!
In Mrs. Pope-Turner's science class you will be using the scientific method
to explore and carry out various investigations. You will be learning that matter
of any type can be subdivided into particles too small to see and, in a closed
system, if properties change or chemical reactions occur, the amount of matter
stays the same. We will study forces and motion and how objects can affect
other objects even when they are not touching (gravity). Our class will also study
genetic information that is passed from one generation to the next in plants,
animals and humans. We will also explore how natural and human-caused
changes to habitats or climate can impact populations.
In Mrs. Reichard's social studies class, you will be learning about our great
country, starting with the thirteen colonies and covering all the way through the
Civil War. We will also be improving our geography skills, researching current
events, learning to evaluate primary sources, and looking in depth at our system
of government.
We are looking forward to meeting you and spending an exciting year of
learning together! Have a safe and happy summer!
Your Fifth Grade Teachers,
Mrs. Lunde, Mrs. Matej, Mrs. Pope-Turner, and Mrs. Reichard

